WRC Issue Brief: Inditex Linked to Companies Complicit in Uyghur Forced Labor

The Worker Rights Consortium (WRC) has identified commercial ties between Inditex, a Spanish multinational clothing company best known for its brand Zara, and two leading Chinese yarn and textile manufacturers that are complicit in the unfolding Uyghur forced labor crisis. The two suppliers are Huafu Fashion Co. Ltd. and Luthai Textile Co., Ltd. Both produce yarn and/or textiles used to manufacture clothing for Inditex.

Corporate Complicity in Uyghur Forced Labor

The Chinese government’s brutal repression of Uyghur and other Turkic and Muslim-majority peoples is embroiling leading apparel brands and retailers, including Inditex, in a severe human rights crisis.

There are four, often intersecting ways that apparel brands and retailers are contributing to the Uyghur forced labor crisis:

1) Through commercial relationships with any production facilities located within the Uyghur Region making apparel or other cotton-based goods;

2) Through commercial relationships with companies based outside of the Uyghur Region that have subsidiaries or operations located in the Uyghur Region and that have accepted Chinese government subsidies and/or employed workers provided by the government, such as, but not limited to Huafu Fashion and Luthai Textile;

3) Through commercial relationships with suppliers that have employed, at a workplace outside the Uyghur Region, workers from the Uyghur Region who were sent by the government;

4) Through business relationships with suppliers in China and globally that source inputs produced in the Uyghur Region, such as, but not limited to fabric, yarn, or cotton.

Inditex’s Links to Uyghur Forced Labor

The WRC has recently uncovered evidence showing that Inditex sources material from Huafu Fashion and Luthai Textile. The Chinese Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs’ (IPE), which works with apparel corporations on sustainability issues, maintains a “Green Supply Chain Brand Map.” The map contains real-time online data regarding the environmental performance of suppliers producing for brands, like Inditex, that participate in IPE’s initiatives, and it shows the relationships between these brands and specific Chinese suppliers. The map identifies Huafu Melange Yarn Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Huafu Fashion, and Luthai Textile Co., Ltd. as Inditex suppliers.
According to IPE, this Brand Map is “A leadership initiative dedicated to showcasing brands' commitment to supply chain transparency and environmental management.” Notably, Inditex details its collaboration with IPE in its most recent Annual Report and directs readers to the IPE website containing the brand map.

There is an apparent discrepancy between the information revealed in the IPE data and the public position Inditex has taken as to its relationship with Huafu Fashion.

Huafu Fashion Company, a Shenzhen-headquartered corporation whose Aksu mill is the world’s largest manufacturer and supplier of dyed yarn, was exposed for using forced labor in an article by the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) in May 2019. The WSJ reported that a large Huafu mill in Aksu runs its workers through a month-long government-sponsored job-training program. According to a report by the Center for Strategic and International Studies, Huafu’s mill in Aksu Industrial Park employs workers that have completed training programs intended to eradicate their “extremist thoughts.” Moreover, Adrian Zenz’s analysis of official government documents and state media reveals that, in addition to recruiting and training Uyghur and other Turkic Muslim workers, Huafu has benefitted from several forms of government subsidies in the Uyghur Region, including factory subsidies, employee social security subsidies, pre-employment training subsidies, new employment subsidies, mainland talent introduction subsidies, and shipping subsidies. And an investigative report by the ASPI states that Huafu’s Anhui facility is among the 15 factories in Anhui that received 2,048 Uyghur workers from Hotan Prefecture in between April 2017 and June 2018.

Luthai Textile is another major Chinese yarn and fabric manufacturer that is heavily implicated in the Chinese government’s forced labor program in the Uyghur Region. A 2018 Xinhua article traces the company’s significant investment in Xinjiang to build a 230,000 spindle cotton spinning project in Awati County, in Aksu prefecture, a county which has been dubbed “China Cotton City.” The article goes on to state that, at the time of writing, Xinjiang Luthai had recruited 1,154 people for employment, among which ethnic minority employees account for 80%. The article further states that, since 2018, Aksu’s Human Resources and Social Security Bureau organized concentrated training in the textile and apparel industry for over 10,000 workers, promoting “the transformation of rural minority surplus labor into industrial workers.” The article concludes by stating that 60% of Xinjiang Luthai’s employees are women, who were once housewives but have been turned away from the “stovetop” and are now “blue-collar workers.” Another article published in Xinjiang Daily in 2018 further discusses Luthai’s participation in poverty alleviation efforts in Xinjiang, celebrating the company for sending over 200 “surplus laborers” to work. More recently, an investigation by NBC News found a Luthai 2017 press release on WeChat which describes how the company transported local minorities by bus to pick cotton and shows images of people working in the cotton field, a practice that Luthai claims creates a “strong atmosphere of national unity and family.”

The Only Responsible Path Forward for Inditex

By maintaining a commercial relationship with both Huafu and Luthai, Inditex is directly contributing to the forced labor crisis in the Uyghur Region. The only way to cease its complicity in these abuses, which have been deemed crimes against humanity, is by committing to each of
the steps outlined in the Coalition to End Forced Labour in the Uyghur Region’s Call to Action.12 The commitments can be summarized as:

- Stop sourcing cotton, yarn, textiles, and finished products from the Uyghur Region. Since cotton and yarn from the region is used to make textiles and finished goods across China and in numerous other countries, this requires brands to direct all factories that supply them with textiles and finished goods not to use cotton or yarn from the Uyghur region.

- Cut ties with companies implicated in forced labor – those that have operations in the Uyghur region and have accepted government subsidies and/or government-supplied labor at these operations, including Huafu and Luthai.

- Prohibit any supplier factories located outside of the Uyghur Region from using Uyghurs or Turkic or Muslim workers supplied through the Chinese government’s forced labor transfer scheme.
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12 Coalition to End Forced Labour in the Uyghur Region, “Call to Action,” https://enduyghurforcedlabour.org/call-to-action/